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 Teacher reply: 

Anthony great job on a book bag design. Designers always mockup a rough draft of there design before working in more expensive materials. I could 

totally envision this shape bag in red black and white leather on sale somewhere.  I know you were trying to give it a Pokémon ball theme with those 

colors and that design. Nice Job! I can’t wait to read your artist statement please forward that ASAP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



     

                                    Madison Richardson- Grade 3                       Money Robot  
 

Parent Wrote: Ms. Chester, this is Madison's mom Lorna. We’re excited to finally be able to join your Zoom classes 🙂 

Madison Richardson –How I made my money robot was out of a box, some tin foil, some old tissue rolls and real and fake money too.  

Teacher reply “Madison this is a good example of how to photograph multiple views of a 3D object. You took a picture from each angle! Please put as much 

effort into your artist statement when you write it.  I have an extra credit challenge for you. How could you make your “money robot” freestanding instead of 

seated? I would like to see how you would solve that problem! Also, I can’t see the arms maybe a little more attention to that detail might also help to balance the 

robot. Send me 3 more pictures when you’re done. 

    
Teacher reply; I see your working on some Extra Credit ideas and I can’t wait to see how they develop! Madison thanks for sharing these 

preliminary images.  What are your plans for this sweet little rose and bird? 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

Gerson Navarro -Toothbrush holder- 4P 

 Teacher reply; Gerson ,I am so proud of you getting your project done 

on time and submitting your work online! That’s a good-looking 

toothbrush holder. Good idea to keep your brushes in there so they are 

laying around the sink collecting germs.  Do you still have the top of the 

container? If so, you could put holes in it for the brushes to stand tall 

and not touch each other.as well   
 

 
 

Tiffany Sasaquay g Grade 3H 

 Student wrote “Hello this is Tiffany Sasaquay. My upcycle project is 

jellyfish plushy! “  

 
 Teacher reply: Tiffany. I like how your jelly fish has an onomatopoeia 

connected to it ’STING.  Do you remember that from our last assignment on 

Roy Lichtenstein’s Onomatopoeia art? Yes, even though jelly fish are 

beautifully colored they are dangerous sea creatures. Will you be hanging your 

jelly fish up like a windsock, so it blows in the wind resembling underwater 

jellyfish movements?  Did you add color to both sides? If not, you could, or 

you could write down some fun facts about Jellyfish. On the opposite side.  I'd 

love to read that, or have you share that in our next Zoom. Session  



 

 
          

Johnathan Mazariegos Grade 3E/W 

 

Johnathan Mazariegos- Model of my TV, Console and Game/Toy.  Student said, “I made a model of a TV with a console.” 

My TV’s a Sony TV and a console’s what I need to play my games. I made them both out of cardboard boxes. I also designed 

the pretend CD. Teacher said “Thank you, Johnathan, for submitting all you work. You did a great job creating a model of 

your whole gaming system made from reusable materials you found at home. Now all you need to do is write a brief artist 

statement. Describe what it is you made, list the materials you used, and the steps you took in making it. Include a personal 

opinion about this assignment such as did you enjoy doing it and what did you learn about Upcycling ? 



 
Blanca Ochoa Grade 4P- Desk Organizer- “Peace theme”. 

Students in Zoom helped with student translation and teacher used google translate to send written reply. 
 



     
 

Priscila Rodriguez 4P    Aluminum Vase with plant                         Aluminum Vase with Upcycled cardboard flowers 


